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METAL LOCKERS EXTREMELY DURABLE

powder-coated metal surfaces

wide range of colours

installer-friendly

cost-effective

PLASTIC LOCKERS IDEAL FOR WET ENVIRONMENTS

immune to rust, mold, and mildew

HDPE* offers total durability

low maintenance

In busy environments, efficiency is key. 
Equipped functional environments have practical,
hardwearing solutions for storage, security & more. Investing
in appropriate containment can improve infection control,
reduce time loss, keep personal treasures secure and
minimize the risk of  accidents.

Secure locker facilities provide much more than a space to
store personal effects and clothing. In healthcare
environments, they’re an important aspect of infection
control protocols, facilitating hygienic storage of uniforms
and preventing cross-contamination from the outside world.

Lockers

*HDPE = high density polyethylene

https://belroc.com/product-category/facility-resources/


Z Lockers

Specialty

Tier options
Single, double, triple, four, five and six
stackable

Z locker or porto club configurations
Gear and specialty lockers 

Designed for specific environments for
security or accessibility

Continuous hinge
Full length coverage for heavy duty wear
and tear

Latches
Friction standard
Built in or Digi-Lock combinations

Ventilation
Can be prepared for power venting with
larger ventilation holes and louvers
Bottom shelf with drain holes

Anti-Graffiti
Graffiti Resistance available on some models

Width: 12*, 15, 18, 21, 24
Depth: 12, 15, 18*, 21, 24
Height: 48, 60, 72*

Styles:

Features:

Sizes (in):

Bottom shelf with drain 

Tiers

Continuous hinge Friction latch
*Standard
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When it comes to highly functional interiors, the details can
make all the difference. Our range of interior accessories can

help you create safer, more streamlined spaces.

Wire Mesh

Accessories

Benches

Mailboxes

Benches
Sturdy, easy-to-maintain bench seating is
an essential item for any locker, break or
changing room and provides staff with a

convenient, safe place to sit while
changing footwear or simply to take the

weight off their feet.

Mailboxes
Keeping mail organized is vital for both

healthcare professionals and patients
alike. In care homes it is crucial older

adults feel at home by providing a secure,
safe place for personal communication

and family correspondence.

Wire mesh storage
Secure storage in multiple-occupancy

buildings is a must, and our wire storage
lockers perfectly fits the bill on security

and durability. This type of storage is
typically located in a basement or car

park and often paired with recreational
storage.



Children's Hospital of Eastern Ontario, Ottawa

CASE STUDIES

Lockers
Stainless steel wall protection
Bed bumpers
Washroom accessories
Shower curtains

Belroc Products Supplied & Installed:

All Seniors Care, Multiple Locations

Belroc Products Supplied & Installed:
Mailboxes
Poolside lockers and change room partitions
800 handrail & 1400 wall guard
High impact corner guards
Custom door frame guards & kickplates

1000 Islands Border Crossing, Hill Island

Belroc Products Supplied & Installed:
Wire mesh partitions
Metal lockers
Benches
Washroom accessories
Toilet partitions
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KINGSTON
95 Binnington Court
Kingston, ON
K7M 8R7

TORONTO
1 Dundas Street West,
Suite 2500
Toronto, ON
M5G 1Z3

MARITIMES
99 Wyse Road,
Suite 1100
Dartmouth, NS
B3A 4S5

(866) 805-6739
customerservice@belroc.com belroc.com


